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Look carefully at the painting Cotopaxi by Frederic Edwin Church. What is happening in the top half of the painting? 
What is happening in the lower half of the painting? Find the person with a llama. If you were that person, 

what might you hear, feel, and smell? Do you think this painting shows a sunrise or sunset? Point to the areas showing reflected 
sunlight. Follow the smoke with your eyes; in what direction is it moving? Find a flock of white birds. Compare the calm water 

with the rushing water. How are they painted differently? Do you think the water is flowing toward the front of the painting 
or toward the back? Why? What color stands out the most? Why do you think the painting is titled “Cotopaxi”?

 If you could rename the painting, what would the title be? Would you like to visit this place?
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Look carefully at the paintings An Old Man in Military Costume and A Man in a Gorget and Cap by Rembrandt van Rijn. 
Describe their expressions. What do you think they are thinking about? Describe their clothing. What do you think their 

occupations are? Do you think they are artists? Farmers? Soldiers? Sailors? Merchants? Do you see the sword hilt? A gorget is a 
piece of armor worn to protect the neck. The gorget later became worn for more decorative purposes. What else is being worn 

for decorative purposes? Do you see areas where light is reflecting off the armor? Point out some shadows in the painting.
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Look carefully at the painting Children’s Afternoon at Wargemont by Pierre-Auguste Renoir. Describe what each 
person is doing. What is on the table? Is this a quiet scene or a noisy scene? If you were there, what would you say 

to them? Find some patterns in the painting. Can you find these geometric shapes: circles, squares, rectangles, 
triangles, and diamonds? Study the painting carefully for 30 seconds. Close the book and try to sketch it from 

memory. Open the book and see if you remembered everything in the painting.
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